Teaspoons of Change \textit{Global Goals Bingo!}

Step 1. Create \textit{Teaspoons of Change} related to \textbf{each} of the 17 Global Goals
Step 2. Show some form of \textbf{evidence} of the action you have taken
Step 3. A teacher or ambassador can \textbf{verify} the Global Goal you have completed
Step 4. \textbf{Cross off} the relevant Global Goal and complete all the Global Goals!

\textit{Alt. Do the bingo sheet as one per class or as a whole school = heaps of teaspoons!}

\textbf{Examples:}

- Walk, cycle or use public trans.
- Sign up to He for She campaign

17 \textit{Teaspoons of Change} to complete all the Global Goals
Cross off each Global Goal as you complete a corresponding Teaspoons of Change - complete all the Global Goals!